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Get out the coffee and cookies, call a few friends to come over. It's craft night! Learn to sculpt a

polymer clay fairy house in this very detailed project. Don't let all that detail intimidate you. This

project is beginner friendly. With 60 figures with well over 150 photos breaking down each task into

simple, manageable steps, you'll have your little fairy home up to Goblin Building Code in no time.

You'll be the next Fairy Real Estate superstar as you learn from master Gnome Landscapers how to

create stunning miniature plants and flowers. And the addition of the little fireplace that lights this

piece up from the inside will have the Elves in a bidding war for your beautiful little fairy house!We

all know Dwarves are thrifty. You can use the techniques in this project to upcycle any glass jar into

tiny homes for the Wee Folk. They'll be so thankful.So let's jump in and craft some magic!
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I love this book. It was perfect for what I needed. I wanted to make polymer fairy houses and this

book is very well written. It has lots of clear pictures to help you understand what to do. I think this is



a great book for beginners working with polymer clay and those who may want some ideas and

guidance making clay houses. I used a baby food jar to make my mushroom fairy house and I was

very happy with the results. I have even made two more with different themes for autumn and

Christmas. You won't regret buying this book. It is so such a fun and very informative.

Easy to follow pattern and ideas. I had a great time with an empty glass jar and some odds and

ends of clay. I used the patterns in the book for ideas more than a pattern. Easy fun project. I put

the new house out in my "fairy garden". Had a cute Fairy to put on the roof.

Wonderful book with lots of pictures and step by step instructions anyone can understand I really

love the book because the author does not ramble on with lots of useless information but does have

a sense of humor the photos are clear and well explained

Nice little book!!!

Very informative!

Great ideas and techniques!

This tutorial was so much fun.The instructions were easy to follow and amusingly written.I not only

learnt how to make a Mushroom Fairy House but also about "Goblin Building Regulations"!Tools

needed to complete this project were listed clearly with notes about uses in relation to this project,

and also photographs provided so you can make sure you have exactly what you need.There are

plenty of tips and information on types of ovens to bake your project in and the tutorial is full of easy

to follow colour photographs detailing every step so you can be sure you're getting it right.You're

taught how to make everything from the roof and chimney to the doors, windows and flower garden

- All these new found skills can be easily applied to future projects.The end result is very cute and

well detailed and a wonderful addition to any room, and with the lights out and the candle "burning"

it casts a warm and magical glow...It's so realistic you can almost smell the smoke coming out of the

chimney...I'd give it 10/10 but unfortunately  only allows me to go up to 5!!

Molly Stanton has written one of the best tutes I have read ( and I have read a lot of them! ) This

tutorial was very easy to follow.The designer includes a very detailed supply list that details



everything the artist will need, to include tips about tools to use and even how to improve on tools

they may already have! There is a list of "shape" terms with clear and concise descriptions.I am one

step before " beginner" having only completed one other sculpture, and this tutorial was so thorough

I was able to complete the project! From purchasing materials to baking, it's all in this 91 page

pattern!The pictures are crisp and clear and are taken from the perfect angle, making it easy to

compare your progress.I learned so much on this project and am very muck looking forward to the

next one!One last note, this tutorial was easy to adapt to items I had on hand. Ms. Stanton does

such a good job at describing materials and color blends that I had no problem substituting a few of

the items. As a newbie my kit is rather limited and with this beautiful book, I was able to come up

with a beautiful fairy hose.
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